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ABSTRACT 
 
IMS is well integrated with existing voice and data networks, while adopting many of their key 
characteristics. 
 
The Call Session Control Functions (CSCFs) servers are the key part of the IMS structure. They are the 
main components responsible for processing and routing signalling messages. 
 
When CSCFs servers (P-CSCF, I-CSCF, S-CSCF) are running on the same host, the SIP message can be 
internally passed between SIP servers using a single operating system mechanism like a queue. It increases 
the reliability of the network [5], [6]. We have proposed in a last work for each type of service (between I-
CSCF and S-CSCF (call, data, multimedia.))[23], to use less than two servers well dimensioned and 
running on the same operating system. 
 
Instead dimensioning servers, in order to increase performance, we try to model traffic on IMS nodes, 
particularly on entries nodes; it will provide results on separation of incoming flows, and then offer more 
satisfactory service. 
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1 .INTRODUCTION 
 
The interconnection between different telecommunication networks with different access 
technologies has evolved to a heterogeneous environment with many challenges for real time 
applications. 
 
In converging towards an All-IP network and new technologies, the introduction of multimedia 
with services strict requirements implies QoS guarantees. 
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One of main aspect of the study of the quality of service (QoS) is revisiting the traffic behavior at 
the nodes of the network. There will be a need for modelling IMS nodes network and multimedia 
traffic. 
 
Relation between queue load and output rate in the core network nodes will be studied.Also, we 
study the probability distribution of the number of messages in each queue and the distribution of 
the delay of a message through nodes and discipline services associated. 
 
Modelling traffic on IMS nodes, particularly on CSCFs and core services nodes will 
provide results on separation of incoming flows, and then reduce SIP overload and 
latency.  
 
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives the node traffic equations. In section 3, three 
cases messages models distributions are studied. The paper concludes in Section 4. 
 
2. THE NODE TRAFFIC EQUATIONS 
 

 
Figure 1 

 
Nodes are modelled as D(t)/D/1/N queues [1],[18],[14],[22]. 
 
D(t) arrivals are considered when we model the exact evolution of TCP/IP not its stochastic 
behaviour. Figure 1 depicts the queue and the different parameters associated with it: D(t)/D/1/N  
D(t) means transient deterministic arrival  
 
휆(푡) = ∑ 휆  is the total rate entering the node at date 푡  
X(t)  is the queue load at date  t 
휇∗(푡)  the output rate of the queue at date 푡  
 
dt  the integration step (infinitesimal variation time). 
 
The following fundamental relation must always be verified (at any time t )[18]. 
 
 푋(푡 + 푑푡) = 휆(푡) − 휇∗(푡) .푑푡 + 푋(푡)                    (1) 
 
If X(t+dt) is bigger than buffer size, we start the loss processing mode. An overflow has 
occurred while the source doesn’t know about it yet. 
 
Suppose that the network is composed of N nodes, each containing an independent exponential 
server and an infinite buffer . The external arrival process to each node is Poisson with average 
rate λ   i = 1,2, … . . N. Messages are routed probabilistically.  
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The total flow into each node of the network A  i = 1,2, … . . N.  , is composed of external arrivals 
plus flows of each of the other nodes in the network. This relationship is represented as: 
 
A =  λ       +    ∑ q  A     i = 1,2, … . . N        [20],[22]               (2) 
 
where q   is the probability that a message is routed from node j to node i 
the associated matrix version is : 
 
 A  =  휆 + AQ , where                                                             (3) 
 
 푄 =  q   is an  푁 × 푁 routing matrix  i, j = 1,2, … . . N  
A= [A , A , … … . , A ]   
 휆 = [휆 , 휆 , … … . , 휆 ] 
 
When the inputs and the routing matrix are known, the total input traffic into each node is 
 
 A  =  휆[퐼 − Q]  ,        (4)            
                  
where I is the  푁 × 푁 identity matrix 
From equation (1) 
 

휆(푡) =
푋(푡 + 푑푡) −푋(푡)

푑푡
+ 휇∗(푡) 

  
                                     
From equation (3)            휆 = 퐴 − 퐴푄 
 
Hence         

( ) ( ) + 휇∗(푡) = 퐴 − 퐴푄      (5) 
                    
          Δ푋 + 휇∗ = 퐴 − 퐴푄 
           
           휇∗ = 퐴(퐼 − 푄) − Δ푋                      (6)      
     
For example:      
  
Define A    as the total flow into node i , i = 1,2,3,4 . In terms of the external arrivals, suppose the 
following set of equations for the total flow into each node: 
 
퐴 = 휆  
퐴 = 휆 + 0.25퐴  
퐴 = 휆 + 0.75퐴  
퐴 = 휆 + 0.2퐴 + 0,6퐴  
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The routing matrix is: 
 
0 0,25 0,75 0
0 0 0 0,2
0 0 0 0,6
0 0 0 0

 

 
If the external flow is represented by the vector 휆 = [휆 , 휆 , … … . , 휆 ] = [2,1,0.5,3] 
 
We solve (4) and find A= [A , A , … … . , A ]  = [2,1.5,2,4.5] 
 
Relation between queue load and output rate is: 
 
휇   
∗ = 2 − 푋
휇   
∗ = 1 − 푋

휇   
∗ = 0.5 − 푋
휇  
∗ = 3 − 푋

          (7) 

 
 
The CSCFs servers (P-CSCF, I-CSCF, S-CSCF) ,the HSS (database containing all subscribers 
data, the services allowed, the granted network and location information) and the Presence Server 
(PS) (inform about reachability, availability, and willingness of users) are the main components 
responsible for processing and routing  messages on IMS network [5],[6],[7],[8]. 
 
Consider, Proxy-CSCF(entry node of IMS network) and it externals flows 푎  , 푎  ,푎  ,푎  
respectively to I-CSCF,S-CSCF,HSS,PS; 
 
Relation between queue load and output rate in this core entity is: 
 
휇   
∗ = 푎 − 푋
휇   
∗ = 푎 − 푋
휇   
∗ = 푎 − 푋
휇  
∗ = 푎 − 푋

          (8) 

3. MESSAGE DISTRIBUTION  

 
Figure2 
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Messages enter the node from the external lines and are fed into an input buffer, where they are 
held for processing. The processor performs such operations as correcting and detecting errors, 
sending positive and negative acknowledgments and routing. After processing, the message is 
placed into an output queue for transmission over an output line. In this model the input buffer 
and processor form a single queue as does each output buffer and line.  
 
Let we interest to the probability distribution of the number of messages in each queue and the 
distribution of the delay of a message through the node. 
 
We study distribution associated to three discipline service: the processor sharing, the infinite 
server model and the preemptive arbitrary service. 
 
3.1 THE PROCESSOR SHARING MODEL 
 
In a processor sharing (PS) queuing system, the server capacity is shared equally among all the 
customers that are present in the system. This model is applicable to a time-shared computer 
system where a central processor serves all the jobs present in the system simultaneously at an 
equal service rate, suppose the Proxy-CSCF server. It is the entry node and can host traffic 
engineering intelligence of the system. 
 
 Another important application of PS is for a multiplicity of TCP connections that share a 
common bottleneck. The Internet router at the bottleneck simultaneously switches the flows 
generated by the users, while TCP congestion control mechanism guarantees that the service rate 
obtained by the different flows are equal [13], [14], [22].  
 
Service regime is assumed to be processor sharing. In particular, we assume that the process of 
the number of customers in the system is a continuous time Markov-chain, where customers 
arrive according to a Poisson process with parameter λ and that the service time required by an 
arriving customer is exponentially distributed with parameter μ. We also assume the stability 
condition of λ < μ. 

The average arrival rate 휌 =  
 
Model D(t)/D/1/N applied to sharing processor is  statistically the same as the continuous-time 
Markov chain that describes the M/M/1 (FCFS) queue [22]. 
 
The mean queue-size E[Q] is given by: 
 
퐸[푄] =       (9) 

 
The delay distribution is: 

퐸[퐷] =
( )

=    (10) 

 
The mean delay of a customer that requires amount of service x is E[D(x)] 
 
The variable x here represents the time that the customer spends in the system to complete its 
service assuming that there are no other customers being served and all the server capacity can be 
dedicated to it. 
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퐸[퐷(푥)] =        (11)   
 퐸[푄], 퐸[퐷]  and the mean delay of a customer with service requirement 푥  are insensitive to 
the shape of the distribution of the service-time requirements of the customers. 
 
In other words, these results apply also to model characterized by Poisson arrivals, generally 
distributed service-time requirements, and a processor sharing service policy. 
 
For example: 
 
Consider packets arriving at a multiplexer where the service discipline is based on processor 
sharing. Assume that the service rate of the multiplexer is 2.5 Gb/s. The mean packet size is 1250 
bytes. The packet arrival process is assumed to follow a Poisson process with rate of 200,000 
[packet/sec] and the packet size is exponentially distributed. 
 
1. Find the mean number of packets in the multiplexer. 
2. Find the mean delay of a packet. 
3. Find the mean delay of a packet of size 5 kbytes. 
 
Solution 
 
Find the mean number of packets in the multiplexer. 
mean packet size = 1250 x 8 = 10 000 bits 
  
μ=    = 250 000 paquets/s 
 
ρ =  

 
 = 0,8 

 
  E[Q] = ,

,
= 4  

 
Find the mean delay of a packet. 
 

By Little's formula  E[D] = [ ]
 =

 
 = 0,00002s = 20μs 

 
Find the mean delay of a packet of size 5 kbytes. 
Let x be the time that the 5 kbytes packet is delayed if it is the only one in the system 
 

x =
,   

 = 16 μs 
 
Now we will use the time units to be microseconds. 
 
  E[D(x)] =

,
= 80 μs 

 
A packet four times larger than the average sized packet will be delayed four times longer 
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3.2 THE INFINITE SERVER MODEL 
 
The infinite-server model is a model in which a message is immediately assigned a server as it 
enters the system. 
 
Notice that, for both processor sharing and the infinite-server case, all messages are 
simultaneously in service. 
 
There is no dependence between the probability distribution and the service time. 
 
These results can be extended in an analogous fashion to nodes serving several different classes 
of messages, each with its own arrival rate and service time distribution. 
 
푛   : number messages of class 푖 
휌 : probability distribution of message 푖 

휌 =   μ and λ are the arrival and service  rates  

 
JEREMIAH F. HAYES and THIMMA V. J. GANESH BABU shown that the probability 
distribution is [14]: 

푃(푛   , 푛  , … … 푛 ) = (1 − 휌)푚!∏
!
    [14],   (12)                                                     

Where 휌 = ∑ 휌  , 푚 = ∑ 푛  
 
 
3.3 THE PREEMPTIVE ARBITRARY SERVICE 
 
For the last case, we turn to the preemptive resume last come first served (LCFS) discipline. 
 
For the LCFS queue discipline, a message at the head of the line having reached a certain stage in 
the service process may be displaced by a new arrival. This message may be displaced in turn by 
a new message, and so on it goes. 
 
In our treatment of individual nodes we consider multiple classes of messages in a LCFS node 
and the probability distribution is given by [14]: 
 

푃(푛   , 푛  , … … 푛 ) = (1 − 휌)푚!∏
!
 ,   (13) 

 
where parameters are the same defined in previously. 
 
In general, a network can be viewed as consisting of a number of closed chains, one for each 
source–destination pair or node.  The flow can be viewed as number of messages circulating 
between nodes. Suppose in an N-node network there is a single class of traffic (more in general) 
between each pair. The number of such chains or nodes is J=N(N-1). 
With the three CSCFs, HSS and PS points J=5x4=20 
 

푃(푛   , 푛  , … . . ,푛 ) = (1 − 휌)20!∏
!
 ,   (14) 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
The mean number of packet and the mean delay of a customer with service requirement 푥  are 
insensitive to the shape of the distribution of the service-time requirements of the customers. 
 
These results apply also to model characterized by Poisson arrivals with a processor sharing 
service policy. 
 
Notice that, for both processor sharing and the infinite-server case, all messages are 
simultaneously in service. The final service type for which the product form holds is preemptive 
resume last-come first-served (LCFS), in which newly arrived messages are served immediately. 
Displaced messages are queued and resume where they were left off when the server is available 
again. 
  
When the service times of messages vary widely, these alternatives to the FCFS discipline may 
offer more satisfactory service. For example, when most messages are short, with only the 
occasional long message, processor sharing has the effect of giving priority to short messages. 
This model can be deployed in Proxy-CSCF in this case, and priority given to voice and short 
messages. 
 
Future work: Future research needs to work on limited storage case, blocking case when buffer 
overflow and at last managing priorities.  
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